
correction 

In “Expression of HIV-1 and interleukin-6 in lumbosacral 
dorsal root ganglia of patients with AIDS,” by Yoshioka et 
al, which appeared in the June issue (Neurology 1994;44:1120- 
11301, a serious error was introduced into the color of all eight 
panels of figure 3. An error in the engraving process caused the 
browns that  appeared in  the original photographs to print 
incorrectly as greens. The figure legend is reproduced below, 
and the color panels are reproduced correctly on the facing page. 
The editors apologize for the error. 

Figure 3. Immunostaining of DRG sections for 
immunopathologic profiles. (A) KP-l-positive 
macrophages from an  HN-l-seronegative control. 
Abundant positive cells are observed in the 
interstitial tissue and around neurons (n). Note 
thin cytoplasmic processes (arrows) and fine 
granular cytoplasmic staining. (B) KP-1-positive 
cells from a n  AIDS patient (patient 1).  Many 
activated macrophages with a plump cytoplasm are 
positively stained (arrows). (A and €3, hematoxylin 
counterstain; X600 before 43% reduction; scale bar 
= 50 pm.) (C) CD8+ T cells from an AIDS patient 
(patient 15). Some positive cells (arrows) aggregate 
in close contact with satellite cells and a neuron (n). 
(0) Intercellular adhesion molecule (ICAM,)-1- 
positive cells from an  AIDS patient (patient 15). 
Endothelial cells (arrow) and infiltrating mono- 
nuclear cells (arrowheads) contacting a neuron (n) 
are stained. (E) LFA-1-positive cells from an  AIDS 
patient (patient 15). Infiltrating mononuclear cells 
are stained. (C through E are consecutive sections.) 
(F) MHC class I antigen-positive cells from a n  
AIDS patient (patient 13). Most satellite cells (short 
arrows), cells in nodules of  Nageotte (long arrow), 
and endothelia (arrowhead) are stained. (C through 
F, hematoxylin counterstain; M O O  before 43% 
reduction; scale bar = 50 pm.) (G) Interleukin (IL)- 
6-positive cells from a n  AIDS patient (patient 8). 
Cells with perinuclear IL-6 immunoreactivity 
(brown dots, arrows) are observed in the vicinity of 
a neuron (n). (Hematoxylin counterstain; X1,OOO 
before 43% reduction; scale bar = 25 pm.) 
(H) Double-label staining with IL-6 antibody and 
endothelial marker UEA-1 in a section from a n  
AIDSpatient (patient 8). Cells with IL-6 immuno- 
reactivity (blue chromogen) are also labeled with 
UEA-1 (brown), forming a combined perinuclear 
precipitate (dark blue, arrows). (No counterstain; 
X1,OOO before 43% reduction; scale bar = 25 pm.) 
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